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October 5, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR: M. Wayne Hodges, Director
Division of Reactor Safety RI

Albert F. Gibson, Director
Olvision of Reactor Safety, Ri!

William L. Forney, Acting Ofrector
Division of Reactor Safety, Rill

Samuel J. Collins, Director
Division of Reactor Safety, RIV

Kenneth E. Perkins, Director
Division of Reactor Safety and Projects, RV

FROM: James T. Wiggins, Acting Director
Olvision of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: POTENTIAL CORE SHROUD CRACKING AT BOILING WATER REACTORS

tc, a result of in-vessel visual inspections performed during the current
refueling outage for the Brunswick Unit I reactor, the Carolina Power and
Light (CP&L, the licensee) staff informed the NRC of numerous cracks containedi

! in the Brunswick l core shroud. The inspections were performed by the
licensee in accordance with the recommendations contained in General Electric
(GE) Corporation Rapid Information Communication Services Information letter
(RICSIL) 054, " Core Support Shroud Crack Indications," which was issued as a
result of cracking previously discovered in the core shroud of an overseas
boiling water reactor (BWR).

The report of a circumferential crack found in horizontal weld H-3, which
fuses the top guide support ring to the lower shroud, was particularlysignificant. This crack is located in the heat affected zone of the weld and
extends nearly 360* circumferentially around the shroud. Subsequent
evaluations of the H-3 crack by ultrasonic testing (UT) methods and by boat
sample analyses indicated that the crack has significant depth. Numerous
other axial and circumferential cracks were also discovered by the licensee at ,

welds H-2, H-4 and H-5 of the core shroud; however, these cracks were
,-

determined by the licensee to be of lesser safety significance than the crack
discovered at weld H-3.

The licensee and GE have kept us well informed of developments in regard to
the Brunswick Unit I core shroud cracking. The Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation has issued Information Notice 93-79 to inform the holders of BWR
operating licenses of the cracking. Furthermore, GE has updated RICSil 054 DFF1
(Revision 1) to incorporate the core shroud cracking information compiled by
the CP&L and GE. g\ g
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Multiple Addresses 2-

The core shroud cracking. issue at the Brunswick Unit I reactor has attracted
the attention of the prass, the U.S. Congress, and of several intervenors. We

are enclosing a packet for your information, to provide a preliminary view as.

to its safety significance, and to elicit your help in our follow-up of the
issue, lhe packet includes information Notice 93-79, " Core Shroud Cracking At
Heltline Region Wolds in Bolling-Water Reactors," Gl RICSit 054, " Core support
shroud crack indications," and a report issued by the Division of Systems
Safety and Analysis, NRR, titled " Core Shroud Cracking Preliminary Safety
Assessment." As indicated, the safety assessment is both p.ttljalapry in. I

nature and for internal m _gnly. Please do not distribute it outside of the '

'NRC,

I would appreciate if you would discuss shroud inspectior. plans with BWR
licensees which are in or will be in a refueling outage, and provide insights,
via i mail. to Jack R. Strosnider, Chief, Materials and Chemical fngineering |

. Branch, NRR. Please feel free to contact any of the Technical Contacts listed
in the'Informatton' Notice. Don Brinkman, the lead PM on the issue 1

(at 301 504 1409), or Mr. Strosnider (at 301 504 2795) should you have any
questions in regard to the core shroud cracking, gp;C T S UEC OYI

James T.W.ggins

James 1. i,iggins. Acting Director
Olvision of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Inclosures: As stated

cc: B. O. Liaw
A. C . Thadan1-
M. J. Virgilio |
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UNITED STATES

-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N-

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

September 30, 1993

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 93-79: CORE SHROUD CRACKING AT BELTLINE REGION WELOS
IN B0ll!NG. WATER REACTORS

Addressees

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for boiling-water
reactors (8WRs).

PUrDose

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information
notice to alert addressees that cracks have been observed in the weld regions
-of.the core support shroud in boiling water reactors. it'is expected that
recipients will review the information for applicability to their facilities
and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems , However,
suggestions contained in this information notice are not NRC requirements;
therefore, no specific action or written response is required.

I
l

Q1s c ri o t iqn o f C i rcumsRng,11

Ouring the current refueling outage at Brunswick Unit 1 (a BWR-4 reactor),
in-vessel visual inspection revealed cracks at weld regions of the core
support shroud. The shroud is a stainless steel cylinder that serves to
direct the flow of water inside the reactor vessel. The shroud is completely
contained inside the 15.2 centimeter (6 inch) thick reactor vessel. The
structural integrity of the reactor vessel is not impacted by the cracks in
the shroud.

a Carolina Power and Light Company (CP&L), the licensee for Brunswick, found
both circumferential and axial cracks in the shroud. The circumferential,

cracks were located in the inside shroud surface in the heat-affected zone
(HAZ) of weld H-3 and extended 360' around the circumference of the shroud
(see Figures 1 and 2). Weld H-3 is a horizontal weld which fuses the top
guide support ring to the lower shroud. The first axial crack discovered was
located on the outside shroud surface of weld H-4 in the lower shroud. CP&L
performed additional visual testing (VT) and ultrasonic testing (UT) of the
shroud and removed boat samples to evaluate the length and size of the cracks..

Discussion

i in 1990, crack indications were reported at core shroud welds located in the~

beltline region of an overseas reactor (BWR4). This reactor had completed
approximately 190 months of power operation before the cracks were discovered.
As a ,tesult of this discovery, General Electric (GE) issued Rapid Information
r + unication Services Information Letter (RICSIL) 054, " Core Support Shroud; u

| I

?
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Crack Indications," on October 3, 1990, to all owners of GE 8WRs. The RIC51L
; summarized the cracking found in the overseas reactor and recommended that at
i the next refueling outage plants with high-carbon type 304 stainless steel

shrouds perform a visual examination of the accessible areas of the seam welds
and associated HAZ on the inside and outside surfaces of the shroud,

Since early July, CP&L has performed VT inspections of the Unit 1 inside and
outside shroud surf ace in the vicinity of welds. These inspections were
performed in accordance with GE RICSil 054 and discovered cracks in the weld
regions. CP&L determined that in order to perform an adequate VT it was
necessary to remove the outer blade guides, pre-clean inspection areas, and
obtain an improved resolution of "l-millimeter wire" (in lieu of the
Code prescribed resolution). Camera and lighting positions were also found to
be crucial in performing adequate Vis. Also CP&L has worked with GE te
develop mnre sophisticated UT equipment to identify how deeply into the 2nroud
metal the crack extends.

-Additional VT inspections revealed more axial cracks at the inside surface of
eld H-4 as well as cracks at welds H-1, H-2, and H-5 of the shroud. One ofw

the additional cracks, a circumferential crack at weld H-5, appears to be
approximately 76.2 centimeters [30 inches) in length. The majority of the
cracks are located in the HAZ of the welds, although one crack was discovered
in the central region of shroud plate P-6. The crack in P-6, however, may be
associated with a possible weld repair of a surface defect in the plate after
its fabrication at the mill.

The results from the boat samples indicated intergranular stress-corrosion
cracking (IGSCC) as the mechanism. Preliminary results suggest that the crack
in the HAZ of weld H-3 may be 3.8 centimeters (1.5 inches) or more in depth.
The locatton of this crack is shown in figure 2.

As a result of the shroud cracks being discovered on Unit 1, CP&L re-examined
the results of the inspection performed during the 1991 refueling outage of
Unit 2. The re-examination revealed three minor crack indications in the HAZ
of weld H 2. The licensee concluded that the cracks do not pose a concern to
normal operation of the reactor.

,

CP&L plans to repair the Brunswick Unit I core shroud before the plant is
brought back into servie.e. CP&L intends to restore the strength of the shroud
by adding stiffening braces around the top portion of the shroud. However,
the licensee will continue to examine and evaluate the cracks in the core
shroud,

General Electric issued Revision 1 to RICSil 054 on July 21, 1993, to update
the information on the core support shroud cracks and to provide revised
interim recommendations to perform visual examination of accessible areas of
the shroud at all GE BWRs during the next scheduled outage. The NRC has been
informed by G[ that they are evaluating the Brunswick results and will provide

{
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; updated information to owners of GE BWRs. The NRC staff is evaluating the
implications of the shroud cracks for reactor core configuration and emergenew'

j core cooling system performance under accident conditions.at operating plants '

i and will consider the need for additional generic communications,

this information notice requires no specific action or w .. ten response. If ,

! you have any questions about the information in this not.ce, please contact
,

ene of the technical contacts listed below or the appropriate Office of !4

Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.4

,

1

. - ,

Brian K. Grimes, Director

Division of Operating Reactor Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical contacts: R, A. Hermann, NRR J. Medoff, NRR
(301) 504-2768 (301) 504-2715

t

P. Byron, Region il T. Greene, NRR i

(919) 457-9531 (301) 504-1175

Attachments: I

1, figure 1: Weld and Plate locations in the Beltline
Region of the Brunswick Unit 1 Core Shroud

2. Figure 2: Details of Weld locations H-2 and H-3 in the
Brunswick Unit 1 Core Shroud -

3. List of Recently issued NRC Information Notices

.

.

.

. . _ .
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September 30, 1993.

Page 1 of 1

LIST Of RECENTLY 155UE0
NRC INFORMATION NOTICES

In ~ormatl Rr
Date ofNotice No. Subject Issuance issued to

93 78 Inoperable Safety Systems 10/04/93 All holders of Ols or cps
At A Non-Power Reactor for test and research

reactors.
93-77 Human Errors that Result 10/04/93 All nuclear fuel cycle

in inadvertent Transfers licensees.of Special Nuclear
Material at fuel Cycle
facilities

93-76 Inadequate Control of 09/21/93 All holders of Ols or cps
Paint and Cleaners for
Safety-Related Equipment for nuclear power reactqrs.

93-75 Spurious Tripping of 09/17/93 All holders of Ols or cpslow-Voltage Power Circuit
Breakers with GE RMS-9

for nuclear power reactors.
Digital Trip Units

93-74 High Temperatures Reduce 09/16/93 All holders of Ols or cpsLimitorque AC Motor
Operator Torque for nuclear power reactors.

93-73 Criminal Prosecution of 09/15/93 All NRC licensees.] Nuclear Suppliers for
Wrongdoing

93-72 Observations from Recent 09/14/93 All holders of Ols or cpsShutdown Risk and Outage
Management Pilot Team for nuclear power reactors.
Inspections

93-71 Fire at Chernobyl Unit 2 09/13/93 All holders of Ols or cps
i

for nuclear power reactors.

93-70 Degradation of Boraflex 09/10/93 All holders of Ols or cpsNeutron Absorber Coupons
for nuclear power reactors.

OL .0perating License
CP Construction Permit
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Core support shroud crack indications

#lCS/f No 054 In October 1990, GE Nuclear Energy Resulu of these recently completed metal.
#erision y reponed in RICSIL No. 054 that cracking lurgical evaluadons and a shroud cracking

had been observed near the circumferential occurrence at a second CE BWR have ledJuly 21,1993
scam weld at the core midplane of the type GE to revise fu original interim recommen-
304 stainless steel core support shroud in a dadons. This RICS!L No. 054 Revision 1
GE B%2/4 located ouuide the United discuucs current knowledge of the nature
States. The crack indications, which were of the fint occurrence of s troud cracking
observed initially at three locadons on the and presenu current knowledge of a more
inside surface of the shroud, were confined recent occurrence of shroud cracking. This
to the heat affected rone (HA2) of the RICSIL No. 054 Revision 1 mids and closes
circumferential seam weld. The cracking the original RJCSIL No. 054.
wujudged initially to be IGSCC. Ultruonic DIso&examination (tK) performed in 1990 in the
as ca of the longest indicadon-at the 100 Assults afmetsI/ury/cs/ ers/ssdon
degrees veuel azimuth location-confirmed
canonuous circumferencal crackang with The shroud at the plant in which the first
depths estimated to vary from about 0.08 shroud enckJng occurred was fabricated

inch to about 0.18 inch. from four secdone.--two in each shell
coune--of 1.25 inches thick, roll-formed

RICSIL No. 054 furnished GE's interim type 304 stainless steel plate. (Fabrication.

recommendations that owners of all CE records show that two of the plates con-
; BWRs review fabricadon records for shroud tained 0.060 percent carbon and that the
j material type and location of shroud seam other two contained 0.045 percent carbon.)

welds. For planu with high carbon type 304 ne plates arejoined by one circumferential
stainless steel shrouds, GE recommended weld at core midplane and four vertical
that ownen perfonn a visual examination of seam welds. Allindications of cracking were
acceuible areu of the scarn welds and asociated with the circumferendal weld
usociated HAZs on the inside and outside thatjoin the upper and lower shroud
surfaces of the shroud during the next segmenu. Most cracking wu oriented
scheduled outage. circumferential!y in higher fluence re-

The seam weld of the affected BWR was re- gi ns-8x10" nyt (E > 1 MeV).
irupected during scheduled refueling Metallurgical evaluadons were completed
outages both in 1991 and 1992. UTs per- on a two-inch diameter " alug" sample
formed with improved equipment and removed from the shroud crack at the 100
techniques have cordrmed that the crack. degrees vessel azimuth location. Key resulu
ing in the region of the longest visible crack of the rnetallurg' u evaluadons performed
indication was as deep u 0.70 inch. on the plug samp;e were u follows: |

During the 1992 outage a two-inch diam. * The material affected with cracking is the
c'er through-wall " plug * sample was re- lower carbon heat-0.045 percent carbon.
moved from the cracked region of the
shroud for metallurgical analysis to establish * ne materialla not thermally sensitized;
the root cause of cracking. an HAZ is not present. The cracking is

multibranched, intergranular, and affects
the base metal as well as the weld structure.

! ..

i
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* There is no sudace cold work, but there Cracking aho was found near the horbontal
'

~

may be some inidal fabricadon-related bulk . weld thatjoins two secdons of the shroud-'
cold work. designated the H4 weld at this plant-36
* Based on the resulu of the metallurgical inches below the top guide rinF weld. The
inve suIative work, GE's undentanding of crack was axW, one inch long ad bead

. on the ouuide surface of the shroud. Subse-the root cause of crackm.g is irrads.auon
Assisted Streu Corrosion Craciong (IASCC) c uent UT from the ouuide showed that the
with propsgadon promoted by weld residual c epth wu about 0.25 inch. Visual examina-

stress and pouible coric.sion oxide wedging don of the corresponding location on the
strenes shroud's inner surface did not show crack-

ing. Preliminary estimates are that fluence,

Recent occurrence oishrounf cracking on the inner surface is approximately 1.8 x
InJuly 1993, a second occurrence of shroud 10" nyt (E > 1 MeV) for the H3 weld and '
craciong was reported. Crack indications 5,1 x 10" for the H4 weld.

were found in a U. S. GE BWR/4 in the top At the time this RICSIL No. 054 Revision I
guide support ring near the weld between wu imued, evaluadons were continuing with
the shroud and the ring--<ies4nated the particular focus on how these two occur-
H3 weld at this plant. The crac dng, which rences of shroud cracking may be related.
was found by in-+casel visual inspection The first occurrence wu the result of an(TVVI), was circumferential on the inside IASCC mechanism. Howewr, the second
diameter and relative}y long-auumed to occurrence may have been caused by the
be 360 degrees of cracking. Because of the combined effects of IGSCC and LASCC with
rolling direcnon of the onginal fabricadon pouible aggravadon from planer materialof the ring, the orientauon oflaminar inclusioru in the region of the H3 weld
inclusions within the ring would coincide HA2. GE Nuclear Energy expects to furnish
with the orientadon of the observed crack- related recommendations to owners of GE

_

ing. Subsequent LT from the inner and BWRs when the nature of the recendy
outer surfaces using a pole-mounted observed cracking is understood adequately.
transducer showed that crack depth ranged Until that dme, GE's revised interim recom-
from 0.18 inch (4.5 mm) to about 0.40 inch mendadon is that owners of all CE BWRs
(10 mm.) The material is type 304 stainlem perform a visual examinadon of accesible
steel with carbon content around 0.06 areu of the seam welds and associatedpercent.

HA24 on the inner and outer surfaces of the
shroud during the next scheduled outage.

To receive addidonalinformadon on this Technics / source
subject, pleue contact }our local GE
Nuclear Energy service representanve. D. E. Delwiche 400
This RICSIL pertains only to GE BWRs. The U
condidons under which GE Nuclear Ene
inues RICS!La are stated in RICSIL No.
Rension 1, the provisforu of which ur 4
incorporated into this SIL by reference. J. G. Moore, Manager

'

,g Customer Service Communicadon:
GE Nuclear Energy

Bil, B12, BIS-Reactor Preuure Veuel 175 Cunner Avenue, SanJose, CA 95125
.
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l CORE SKROUD CRACKING

PRELIMINARY 8AFETY ASSESSMENT

l

12 INTRODUCTION

During the current Brunswick Unit i refueling outage, the licensee
performed an inspection of the core shroud and has found numerous
crack indications. Inspection of the shroud is on going. The most
significant of these indications was a 360* circumferential crack
at the edge of the 2.25 inch thick H3 weld. This crack was
discovered visually. Ultrasonic testing (UT) revealed this crack -

ranges in depth from 0.8 to 1.7 inches. The staff has had several
meetings with the licensee and GE to discuss the findings of the
core' shroud inspection and the licensee's repair plans. The

'
applicability of these findings to other BWRs was also discussed.

As a result of the degree of cracking observed in the core shroud,,

the staf f has performed an initial scoping safety assessment of the
plant specific and generic implications of the inspection findings.
This preliminary safety assessment reports the initial staff
conclusions concerning the safety significance of the core shroud
cracking on operating BWRs. The staff will continue to evaluate '

this issue and monitor future core shroud inspections. I

This report first discusses the cracking observed at Brunswick Unit
1 and the safety impact of the as-found cracks. The evaluation is
then extended to evaluate the safety significance of the core
shroud cracks assuming that they had continued to propagate through
the shroud wall. The resulting behavior of the core shroud under
normal operation, accidents and earthquakes is then evaluated and
the resulting plant response is discussed. A preliminary
probabilistic perspective is provided for these scenarios to
estimate the probability of a core damage resulting during these ,

|

conditions. Finally, a discussion of the planned industry and
staff actions is provided.

|

|

22 DEUNSWICK UNIT 1
|During the current Brunswick Unit i refueling outage, an inspection ;

of the core shroud was performed. This inspection was performed in '

response to GE Rapid Information Communication Service Information
Letter (RICSIL) No. 054, " Core Support Shroud Crack Indications,"
as a result of core shroud cracking observed at mid-core elevations
at a foreign plant. Cracking indications at a similar location
were observed in Brunswick Unit 1. The licensee also performed a
visual inspection of the H3 weld (not an area specified in the
RICSIL), located near the top of the core, and found a 360*

icircumf erential crack. Subsequent UT measurements revealed the H3
|

crack to have a depth ranging from 0.8 to 1.7 inches. The staff |

|
1

|

- |
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has issued Information Notice 93-79 on the findings from theDrunswick Unit 1 core shroud inspections. A copy of theInformation Notice is attached.

The core shroud is illustrated in Figure 1. The core shroudseparates the core region from the downcomer annulus, whichcontains the jet pumps, and assures that feodwater flow is directed
down the downcomer annulus, through the jet pumps, through the
lower plenum, and up through the core region. From the coreregion, the exiting two-phase flow is directed through the steam
separators and dryers and the steam then exits the vessel through
the steam lines while the 11guld is recirculated to the downcomer
annulus. The core shroud is welded at the bottom to the ledge at
the bottom of the downcomer annulus upon which the jet pumps sit.
The shroud is further supported by 14 pedestals welded to the
bottom head of the reactor vessel. The steam separators and the
dryers are mechanically attached to the core shroud at the ledge
region near the top of the core above the core spray spargers. Thecore top quide structure, which provides lateral support for the'

fuel assemblies and assures that the core geometry is maintained to 1

allow for control rod insertion, is supported by a second ledge ,

'

below the core spray spargers. The spray header for the high
pressure and low pressure core spray systems is contained within
and supported by the core shroud and the connecting piping enters
through the vertical portion of the core shroud above the top guide
support ring (ledge).

The specific cracking observed at Brunswick Unit 1 is illustratedon Figuros 2 and 3. Numerous cracks were observed in the lowerelevations of the vertical portion of the core shroud surroundingthe core. These cracks predominantly ranged from one to threeinches in length, with several longer cracks of 9 and 30 incheslength. inNone of these cracks penetrated through the shroud wall.
A 360' circumferential crack was observed at veld location H3 which
connects the upper ledge of the core shroud to the vertical portion
of the core shroud which surrounds the core. At this location, theweld thickness is 2.25 inches. Using UT, the crack depth was foundto range from 0.8 to 1.7 inches.

The licensee was questioned on whether this cracking had been
previously observed and noted that no inspections of the core

-shroud had been performed until this outage, nor are such finspections required by the ASME code.
The licensee believes thatit is likely that these cracks initiated early in the operatingperiod (the plant has been operating since 1976) when waterchemistry was not well controlled. Purther,position that growth observed for IGSCC cracksit was the licensee'sis slow, and it is

likely that many years of operation would be required to obtain theamount of cracking observed.

With the evallable information, the staff cannot assess the growthrates for the cracking observed at Brunswick. However, based on
the staff's knowledge of IGSCC crack behavior, the staf f finds thatthe licensee's conclusion that many years of operation were

a
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necessary to achieve the amount of cracking observed is reasonable.
The licensee and GE also noted that IGSCC is also more likely tooccur for the high carbon 304 stainless steel material used at
Brunswick -- and other early BWR units including the BWR3 and some
early BWR4 designs -- and the specific construction method used tofabricate the top guide support ring. The ring at Brunswick was
constructed from a series of segments flame cut trots a plate,
velded together and then machined to the final dimensions. The

butt

ring was then submerged-arc welded to the core shroud. Thiswelding process and the veldment design created a significant
amount of residual stress in the support ring. The heavy surfacemachining und the plate rolling orientation also contributed to
stress risers and crack initiation. GE estimated that 25% of theoperating BWRs may have similar fabrication specifications or
conditions and could be susceptible to the type of crackingobserved at Brunswick Unit 1.

The licensee has assessed the significance of the observed coreshroud cracking.
Since the cracks in the lower core elevation donot appear to be through wall, no safety significance wasattributed to these cracks. The licensee indicated that even ifthese cracks had penetrated through wall, it expected that the

cracks would be " tight", typical of IGSCC cracks, and only smallleakages would result. Further, given the low pressuredifferential across the shroud wall at these locations, thelicensee estimated that the leakage vould be limited to a maximumof approximately 50 gpm. This small amount of leakage would haveno impact on normal plant operation.
The licensee also concludedthat even under accident conditions, gross leakage would not beexpected. Therefore, core

would be maintained. coolability under accident conditions

The staff has not performed a detailed review of the licensee's
assessment, but based on experience with other IGSCC cracks atBWRs,

the staff believes that the licencee's conclusions arereasonable. Therefore, the staff initially believe that thesecracks are unlikely to be of safety significance.

With respect to the cracking observed at the H3 weld location
licenses has evaluated the structural integrity of this weld underthe,

normal operation, accident, and earthquake conditions. Thelicenses has estimated that if a \ inch
,

!

the circumference, the structural margins , ligament remained around!

for crack growth, required by the ASME code would not be exceededincluding an allowance
Therefore, the licensee concluded that the as-found cracks would.

impair structural integrity and were not safety significant.
not

The staff does not believe that sufficiently conservative marginsof strength will remain for an additional operating cycle.
| Additionally,

the staff felt that the UT examination was notsufficiently accurate in its indication of crack depth.

The licensee has elected to perform a repair that will provide the

|

!

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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structural requirements for the attachment of the top guide supportring to the lower core shroud. Specifically, the licensee isevaluating structural stiffeners to compensate for the lows of
margin in the structural integrity of the H3 weld. In addition,
the licensee will start up'with H vater chemistry (20 sefs) which I

i

2

will reduce the growth rate for the ICSCC cracks and reduce the
potential for future crack development. The staf f will continue toevaluate the licensee's repair actions.

IThe staff has performed an assessment of the consequences of the 1

cracking observed at the H3 weld if it had proceeded to propagatethrough wall. This assessment is discussed in the followingsections.

L GENERIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT

The preceding discussion centered on the safety assessment of the |'

specific cracking observed at Brunswick Unit 1. As noted above,
.

the licensee concluded, and the staff concurs, that the cracking'

observed in the portion of the core shroud surrounding the core is
not safety significant. Thus, this section will not discuss these; cracks any further. The crack at the H3 weld is of potential Isafety significance. In the evaluation which follows, the staf f

-

has assumed that the H3 Wald cracking would continue to propagate 1
,

and lose its structural integrity either during normal operation,
an accident condition or a seismic event.,

The resultant effect of; the failure of the H3 weld is then discussed, including an
assessment on any plant unique features, and the conditions neededi

to progress to a severe core damage event is provided. A initial>

probabilistic perspective is then provided. Pins.ly, our viewsdrawn from this preliminary safety assessment are ptovided.d

L1 PLANT RESPONSE WITH H3 Wrt.n PAILURE
3.1.1 Wormal operation

i

Under normal operating conditions, sufficient hydraulic forces
exist to lift the upper internals if the H3 veld was completelyfailed. GE stated that if the upper internals lifted
approximately one-eight of an inch, a large bypass flow would occurby
which would be observable to the operators as a power-flow mismatch
and would result in the operator initiating a plant shutdown.
noted that such lifting has occurred in operating plants when theGEupper internals have not been properly bolted in place, and wasreadily observable. If a complete failure of the H3 weld was.

postulated, a larger lif t tr.an previously observed would occur, and|

an automatic reactor trip would occur on high water level. Thestaff believes this assessment is reasonable.

of particular interest if a complete failure of the weld occurredwas the response of the top guide core structure. Lifting of the
top guide above the top of the fuel assemblies would result in the
loss of lateral support for the fuel assemblies and a loss of the

_
_ _ _._
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spacing between the fuel bundles such that full control rodinsertion may not be possible. GE calculated that given the
complete failure of the H3 weld, the top guide would be lifted
approximately 5 incnes. This is significantly less than the 14,

inch lift needed to lift the top guide above the fuel assemblies.
Thus, GE concluded that the alignment needed for rod insertion
during normal operation would be maintained. It should te notedthat the shroud portion that would contain the top guide would
retain the shroud lateral (seismic) supports intact. While the
staf f has not reviewed the GE calculations, given the large marginswhich exist, the staff believes this conclusion is reasonable.
It is also possible that the H3 weld may not completely fail, and
that an asymmetric, hinge type, lift of the cor_e shroud may occur.
GE has not fully considered this possibility. Such failures may- result in oscillatory flow through the core and may lead to corepower instabilities. While this condition is not fully analyzed,.

the staff believes that any significant lifting of the core shroud
i will be observable and the potential core consequences are unlikelyto lead to severe core damage. Further assessment of this issue is
,

continuing.

3.1.2 Accident conditions l
; '

. GE has evaluated the potential results o( a failure of the H3 weld
under accident conditions. Specifically examined were the

4

responses to recirculation line and main steam line breaks.
|

For a recirculation line break, GE concluded that the forces on theH3 weld would be smaller than that observed during normaloperation. Therefore, GE concluded that if no failure had
;

previously been observed during normal operation, structuralintegrity would be maintained during the recirculation line break. !'

The staf f questioned GE about the asymmetric loadings that the core| shroud would be exposed to during this accident. GE stated thatthe acoustic wave is significantly attenuated by the time itreaches the upper portions of the core shroud and that the lsubsequent loadings would be low. Further, the support provided by
the spray system piping would restrict motion of the upper portionsof the core shroud. While the staff has not reviawed GE'sassessment, the staff believes these conclusions are reasonablogiven the core flow pattern that would result from such a break.
For steam line break conditions, the hydrodynamic loads across the
shroud are sufficient to redhlt in a significant lift of the upperinternals if the H3 weld completely fails. This lift is expectedto result in the top guide core structure to lift above the fuel
assemblies and lateral support to the assemblies will no longer beprovided.
and Emergency Core Cooling SystemIn addition, the spray headers are likely to be damaged

(ICCS)shroud through these headers could be lost. injection inside of theHowever, the weakest
point in the portion of the core spray system in the vessel is thesection of pipe immediately inside the vessel. Thus, it isanticipated that as a result of this failure, the injected flow

- - - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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would still be delivered to the vessel and would flow into thedowncomer annulus and through the lower plenum to the core. |
Further, for Brunswick Unit 1 and plants with similar ECCS syst6m,

<

the four low pressure coolant injection pumps would remainavailable to provide core cooling.
Because of the large driving force provided by the scramaccumulators, GE believes that the control rods will insert. GE
stated that the control rods have suf ficient force to possibly even
lift the assemblies off the lower core support, but the control
rods would be maintained within the core volume and a coolablegeometry would be maintained.

The staff generally agrees with GE's assessment for plants with
ECCS equipment similar to Brunswick Unit 1, but is not assured that
control rod insertion will occur. Therefore, while core coolingwould initially be adequate, it is the staf f's view that ultimately
boron injection via the standby liquid control system (SLCS) may be
necessary to maintain the core subcritical and assure core coolingby ECCS. GE stated that while this specific scenario has not beenanalyzed, operators have been trained to respond to adepressurization accident with an Anticipated Transient Without
Scram (ATWS). Using the existing emergency procedure guidelines
(EPG), the operator would be expected to limit the Low Pressure
Coolant Injection (LPCI) flow to minimize reactor power, whilemaintaining core cooling. While this specific scenario has not
been analyzed, the staf f believes * hat the actions specified in the
EPGs should provide adequate operator response for this scenarlo.

The staff has assessed whether differences in ECCS designs mayresult in conditions different than that discussed above for theBrunswick plant.

systems which would be damaged as a result of lifting ofOther BWR plants have more reliance on ECCS sprayshroud by a steam line break. However, as noted above, it isthe core

expected that injection flow would be maintained except it would be
provided via the downconer instead of through the spray system.Since injection would be maintained, the staff believes thatadequate core cooling would likely be maintained for all BWRs forthis scenario.
3.1.3 Earthquakes

Given an aarthquake, a concern arises that the core shroud may move
and result in a displacement of the upper guide structure such that
the control rods may be incapable of fully inserting following theevent. GE noted that because of the design of the internals, themaximum movement that may occur would be about 4 inches at whichtime the fuel rods would be contacting the vertical portions of thecore shroud surrounding the core. GE also opined that it would
take an earthquake approximately two to three times the designbasis earthquake to result in such a large movement.

GE believes that the control rods are
inch lateral movement of the upper guide structure.likely to insert even givena 4

Because

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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the control rods are connected to the drive by a ball-like support,sufficient flexibility would exist to drive the control rods evengiven this displacement. GE supported this assertion by noting ithad performed rod insertions using fuel assemblies bowed byapproximately 2.5 inches at the core center. For, theosexperiments, control rod insertion occurred to witnin a few inches
of complete insertion even with this bowing. It was GE's positionthat these tests represent a much more extreme condition than thatwhich would occur for a lateral displacement of the upper guidestructure.

While the staff believes GE's position on control rod insertion is
reasonable, it has inadequate data to fully assess whether controlrod insertion would occur given the large lateral displacementspostulated above. Therefore, for this assessment, the staff has
assumed at this time that the SLCS would be needed to shut down thereactor given a soismic event.

M ERQEABILISTIC PERSPECTIVE

The issue of concern is that displacement of the upper guidey

structure could cause fuel misalignments sufficient to prevent;
insertion of the control rods. Large main steam line breaks and a:

large seismic event have been postulated to produce enough force tocreate sufficient misalignment which may prevent insertion.However, there is no analysis that can be used to provide a
conditional probability of failure to scram, given either of theseevents. Such analysis would have to address: 1) the length of timethat the H3 weld would be in an unbroken condition, but

.

sufficiently weakened that it would fail during the event; and 2)
the probability that any resulting displacement would preventcontrol rod insertion.
to this unknown parameter can be provided.Without this analysis, only the sensitivity

Main steam line breaks outside the MSIVs are considered capable of
4

creating the guide structura displacements before MSIV closure.
.

The frequency of occurrence for large steam line breaks
;

(inside andoutside containment) is estimated to be on the order oflo"/ year, respectively.
Seismic events with intensities in the

10" to
range of 2 to 3

times beyond dusign basis-levels are estimated
,

have a frequency toof occurrence on the order of 10"/ year.Therefore,
steam line breaks are expected to dominate the risk..

The NUREG-1150 model for Peach Bottom and the draf t
ASP model for Peach Botton were reviewed to provide insights on theof a revised
probability of mitigating a failure of control rod insertion.probability is estimated to be Thison the order of 10". Failure toachieve timely shutdown with the Standby Liquid Control System
(SLCS) dominates this probability. Human errors, including failureto initiate SLCS in time and failure to restore SLCS aftermaintenance or test, are important contributors to this failureprobability.

.
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Therefore, the core damage f requency, giver, the assumption that the
H3 is sufficiently degraded to tail during the event and no rod
insertion would occur, is on the order of 10" to 10"/ year.
This estimate of 10"-104/ year is a conditional probability (and
believed to be conservative) in that it assumes the existence of a
completely broken shroud that would be free to move in an accident
occurring during a year of plant operation at power. These
conservative estimates indicate that a precipitous shutdown action
is not warranted. Also in recognition of the factors discussed
earlier in this paper ( e.g. detectability through power / flow
mismatch) a more realistic frequency of core damage would likely be
much lower. We plan to collect additional information to better
assess the significance of this issue.

ld SUMMARY

For a 360' through wold ICSCC crack at the H3 weld location, the
staff has performed an initial assessment which indicates that
under certain low probability accident conditions; 1) the core
configuration may not be maintained, 2) control rods may not be
inserted, 3) some ECCS equipment may be damaged and unavailable for
core cooling, and 4) severe core damage may occur. For these
scenarios, the staff has preliminarily estimated that the
probability of core damage is on the order of 10" to 10"/ reactor
year. Although not quantified, the staff also believes that the
significant cracking required to result in a loss of structural
integrity of the H3 weld would likely be observable during normal
plant operation and would result in a plant shutdown.

,
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It should be noted that all the above information was obtained from,

; conference calls with GE and the licensee. The staff plans to
follow up by reviewing GE's and the licensee's final assessment.,

Therefore, the views presented above are preliminary in nature. It
also should be noted the staf f does not traditionally analyze these;

types of accidents.

General Electric (GE) has issued RICSIL No. 054 advising BWRs of
the observed core shroud cracking. This RICSIL is being revised toinclude the Brunswick findings. Further, GE is preparing a more
detailed SIL on the event which will recommend inspection of the H3
weld at the next refueling for all plants. Also, INPO has issued
a Significant Event Notification (SEN) describing the Drunswick
shroud cracks.

As a result of the evaluations performed to date, the staff is
considering the nood for further regulatory action. The staff isconsidering the need for a generic letter or bulletin which will
request all DWR licensees to perform this inspection at the next
refueling outage. The staff is also reviewing the current
regulatory requirements relating to inservice vessel inspection to
determine whether additional action is warranted to require
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It should beperiodic inspection of the reactor vessel internals.
noted that any additional action beyond the issuance of the IN sill;

be based upon a more thorough and systematic evaluation of the core j
'

shroud cracking concerna.
',
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